Play-by-Play Summary (1st period)
#6 FSU vs #9 Clemson (Sep 26, 2019 at Clemson, S.C.)

FSU Starters:
- GK 0 Jeffers, Caroline
- MF 2 Nighswonger, Jenna
- MF 3 Newton, Abbey
- MF 6 Howell, Jaelin
- D 9 Pavlisko, Kirsten
- F 10 Castellanos, Deyna
- MF 12 Payne, Heather
- MF 16 Carle, Gabby
- D 17 Berkely, Malia
- F 20 McFarland, Kristen
- MF 33 Zhao, Yujie

Clemson Starters:
- GK 1 Sandy MacIver
- MF 3 Mackenzie Smith
- D 7 Sydney Dawson
- D 13 Dani Antieau
- MF 15 Hal Hershfelt
- F 16 Julie Mackin
- F 17 Mariana Speckmaier
- D 19 Renee Guion
- F 20 Courtney Jones
- F 23 Caroline Conti
- D 38 Jackson Moehler

00:00 Jeffers, Caroline at goalie for FSU.
00:00 Sandy MacIver at goalie for Clemson.
01:33 Shot by FSU Nighswonger, Jenna BLOCKED.
Foul on Clemson.
Foul on Clemson.
07:20 Offside against FSU.
08:07 Offside against Clemson.
10:26 GOAL by FSU Zhao, Yujie (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Berkely, Malia and Castellanos, Deyna, goal number 4 for season.

FSU 1, CLEMSON 0
*goal from overhead feed.
11:30 Corner kick by FSU Castellanos, Deyna [11:30].
11:42 Shot by FSU Nighswonger, Jenna, SAVE Sandy MacIver.
Foul on FSU.
16:45 GOAL by FSU Castellanos, Deyna, Assist by Zhao, Yujie and Newton, Abbey, goal number 6 for season.

FSU 2, CLEMSON 0
*Goal scored off of cross-box pass and shot above the goalie
20:34 Corner kick by FSU Castellanos, Deyna [20:34].
20:55 Shot by FSU Howell, Jaelin WIDE.
21:01 CU substitution: Maliah Morris for Julie Mackin.
21:01 CU substitution: Kimber Haley for Hal Hershfelt.
21:59 Shot by CU Maliah Morris BLOCKED.
22:44 Offside against Clemson.
24:36 Shot by CU Courtney Jones WIDE.
Foul on FSU.
Foul on Clemson.
Foul on FSU.
34:40 Shot by FSU Carle, Gabby, SAVE Sandy MacIver.
35:19 CU substitution: Lauren Bruns for Mariana Speckmaier.
Foul on FSU.
Foul on Clemson.
38:09 Corner kick by CU Renee Guion [38:09].
38:19 Shot by CU Maliah Morris BLOCKED.
39:49 FSU substitution: Thomas, Makala for McFarland, Kristen.
40:46 Offside against Clemson.
FSU substitution: Lynch, Kristina for Newton, Abbey.

Shot by CU Renee Guion, SAVE Jeffers, Caroline.

Corner kick by CU Renee Guion [43:51].

GOAL by CU Maliah Morris, goal number 3 for season.

FSU 2, CLEMSON 1

*Goal scored off of shot at top of 18-yard box off of scramble from CK
Foul on Clemson.

End of period [45:00].
Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period)
#6 FSU vs #9 Clemson (Sep 26, 2019 at Clemson, S.C.)

45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
45:00 For FSU: #0 Jeffers,Caroline, #2 Nighswonger,Jenna, #3 Newton,Abbey, #6 Howell,Jaelin, #9 Pavlisko,Kirsten, #10 Castellanos,Deyna, #16 Carle,Gabby, #12 Payne,Heather, #17 Berkely,Malia, #20 McFarland,Kristen, #33 Zhao,Yujie.
45:00 For CU: #3 Mackenzie Smith, #11 Kimber Haley, #23 Caroline Conti, #20 Courtney Jones, #17 Mariana Speckmaier, #21 Maliah Morris, #19 Renee Guion, #7 Sydney Dawson, #38 Jackson Moehler, #13 Dani Antieau, #1 Sandy MacIver.
   Foul on FSU.
   Foul on Clemson.
   Foul on Clemson.
55:55 Shot by FSU Payne,Heather HIGH.
57:15 Corner kick by CU Renee Guion [57:15].
   Foul on Clemson.
   Foul on FSU.
   Foul on Clemson.
62:45 Shot by CU Caroline Conti HIGH.
63:23 CU substitution: Julie Mackin for Courtney Jones.
65:22 CU substitution: Olivia Bonacorso for Maliah Morris.
65:22 CU substitution: Lauren Bruns for Mariana Speckmaier.
   Foul on FSU.
66:13 Offside against Clemson.
   Foul on Clemson.
   Foul on Clemson.
68:10 Shot by FSU Nighswonger,Jenna WIDE.
70:01 Yellow card on CU Olivia Bonacorso.
   Foul on FSU.
75:18 Offside against Clemson.
78:29 CU substitution: Maliah Morris for Olivia Bonacorso.
78:29 CU substitution: Mariana Speckmaier for Lauren Bruns.
78:29 CU substitution: Mackenzie Smith for Hal Hershfelt.
78:29 CU substitution: Courtney Jones for Julie Mackin.
83:14 Corner kick by CU Renee Guion [83:14].
83:19 CU substitution: Lauren Bruns for Courtney Jones.
83:54 Corner kick by CU Renee Guion [83:54].
84:52 Offside against Clemson.
   Foul on FSU.
88:49 Offside against Clemson.
90:00 End of period [90:00].

FSU 2, CLEMSON 1